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	Beginning PHP5 (Programmer to Programmer), 9780764557835 (0764557831), Wrox Press, 2004
PHP5 is the newest version of the preferred language for rapidly creating dynamic Web page content. While its main use is as a cross-platform, HTML-embedded, server-side Web scripting language, it now works equally well when creating multi-tiered applications or XML-based applications as well as Web applications. This book teaches you the features and functionality of PHP5, from installing and configuring it to designing and constructing complex data-driven Web sites.

As you proceed, you will build a number of fully functional applications. You’ll be introduced to basic programming logic, relational databases, OOP, PEAR, GTK, MSI, CLI, SQLite, and more. When you’re finished, you will understand how to create, test, debug, and put your applications to work in the real world.

What you will learn from this book

	The fundamentals of object-oriented programming in PHP5
	How to write PHP5 applications that run on Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, and other operating systems
	Why PHP5 works effectively in small to enterprise-level applications
	Error handling with try/catch
	Data manipulation in MySQL using PHP
	How to build practical applications such as an online text editor, a Web-based e-mail application, and an object-oriented contact manager application
	Command-line scripting and GUI application development
	Effective methods of maintaining and organizing your code, and more
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Joomla! 1.5 Template DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Using Joomla! Templates with HTML and CSS allows you to give a unique look and feel to your site, present a "fresh face" to your pre-existing content, ensure that your site design is consistent with your brand, and build a site layout that suits your unique needs. A quality web site is easily within your grasp using these cutting-edge...


		

Beginning Objective-CApress, 2012

	Objective-C is today's fastest growing programming language, at least in part due to the popularity of Apple's Mac, iPhone and iPad. Beginning Objective-C is for you if you have some programming experience, but you're new to the Objective-C programming language and you want a modern—and fast—way forwards...


		

Operating Systems Design and Implementation (3rd Edition) (Prentice Hall Software Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The definitive, up-to-date introduction to operating systems: 
Core principles plus hands-on examples with the new MINIX 3 operating system
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Performance Testing With JMeter 2.9Packt Publishing, 2013

	Performance testing with JMeter 2.9 is critical to the success of any software product launch and continued scalability. Irrespective of the size of the application’s user base, it’s vital to deliver the best user experience to consumers. Apache JMeter is an excellent testing tool that provides an insight into how applications...


		

Programming Arduino: Getting Started With SketchesManning Publications, 2011

	
		Arduino interface boards provide a low-cost, easy-to-use technology to create microcontrollerbased
	
		projects. With a little electronics, you can make your Arduino do all sorts of things, from
	
		controlling lights in an art installation to managing the power on a solar energy system.
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Statistics for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Stymied by statistics? No fear—this friendly guide offers clear, practical explanations of statistical ideas, techniques, formulas, and calculations, with lots of examples that show how these concepts apply to your everyday life. You’ll see how to take the margin of error out of opinion polls and how to analyze and interpret data for...
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